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tion. Based on refi巴XIVep巴rceptionof face， the speaker designs his message of politeness in a specia1 
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1. Introduction 

One of the theoretical debates on pragmatics is whether it should be defined either 

as a sub-discipline of linguistics or as a perspective of linguistics (Herberland 2010: 

55). Within the conception of the former approach， or the ‘component view'， pragmat-

ics constitutes “a core component of a theory of language on a par with phonetics， pho-

nology， morphology， syntax， and semantics" (Huang 2007: 4). Also， it is often associat-

ed with a delimited set of topics such as dixes， implicature， presupposition， reference， 

and speech acts， which themselves may be considered as sub-disciplines of the disci-

pline of pragmatics (Haberland 2010: 55). On the other hand， within the conception of 

the latter approach， or the ‘perspective view'， it is defined as a discipline which 1) of-

fers a functional-i.e. cognitive， social and cultural-perspective on linguistic phenome司

na and 2) does so at any level /or unit of linguistic structure or any type of form-mean-

ing relationship (Verschueren 1999: 2， 7).1 While the former view more 山 onglyrepre-

sents the traditional concern of philosophical analysis of language， it is the latter view 

1 Huang (2007: 4-5) identifies th巴twoschools of thought， the component vi巴wand the persp巴ctive
views as‘Anglo-American' and ‘European'， respectively. 
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which is closer to the original definition of pragmatics presented by Morris (1938): The 

following two quotes from his writing reveal how his idea is reflected in the latter view: 

“since， if not all， signs have as their interpreters living organisms， it is a suflι 

ciently accurate characterization of pragmatics to say that it deals with the biotic 

aspects of semiosis， t.仇hαωtis， w川it.的hall the psηycholo勾giたCαal，bi臼ologicαal，α仰ndsociologi-

cal phe即 meT附 which occur i加nt仇he戸井向u町 tio仰nof si恕g附" (Morr凶ris193兜8:30伐;italics 

added) 

“syntactical rules determine the sign relations between sign vehicles; semantical 

rules correlate sign vehicles with other objects; pragmatical rules state the condi-

tions in the interpreters under which the sign vehicle is a sign. Any rule when 

actually in use operates as a type of behavior， and in this sense there is a prag-

matical component in all rules." (Morris 1938: 35; italics added) 2 

One of the important characteristics of the perspective approach， upon which the 

present paper is based， is its strong concern with the motive behind which particular 

linguistic expressions are chosen by the speaker (Haberland and Mey 1977; Haberland 

2010). The perspective view of pragmatics contends that the speaker chooses particular 

expressions because they evoke particular meanings to 'adapt to' the communicative 

needs of the speaker (Verschueren 1999: 61-68). One question relevant to this view is: 

“明Thatis the logic of utterance design that underlies this adaptation?" In the next sec-

tion we will discuss how this question pertains to the perspective view of pragmatics. 

2. A pragmatic question par excellence 

One of the basic assumptions of the perspective school is that the meaning of ut-

terances can only be described satisfactorily when they are analyzed in connection with 

the people who produce and interpret them in functional terms. Haberland and Mey 

(1977: 5) formulate a unifying research question for this perspective by saying“the 

pragmatic question par excellence is [...] not: What does an utterance me加?but: How 

did this utterance come to be produced?" More recently， Haberland (2010: 57)， who 

elaborated on this question in the 12th issue of this journal， reformulated it as“The 

question is: how come that this utterance (and not any other) fits the particular commu-

nicative needs of the participants in a situation?" In the paper he argues that this prag明

matic question par excellent generates new research questions such as“Why was this 

utterance transcribed in this way?"，“羽Whyhas an utterance been produced i加nt由hiおslan-

gua砲ge?"and 

Social functions a創rea prime candidate for motivation in choices the s叩pea北ke町rmakes 

2 S巴巴 Huang(2007: 4-5) and Verschueren (1999: 6) for more discussion on this point. 
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of linguistic reso町 cesand， as such， politeness is one of血ecrucial candidates for a 

白nctionalexplanation of why particular linguistic forms are used (Brown and Levinson 

(1987 [1978]， henceforth B&L). The aim of this paper is to discuss仕omcognitive per-

spective how a particul紅 utter姐 cehas come to be selected as the one which fits the 

communicative needs of the speaker.3 Our new pragmatic question par excellence ad聞

dressed in this paper is:“Why has the speaker chosen to design his message in this way 
(i.e. with this word or with this construction)?" We will discuss the logic of the speak-

er's utterance design from cognitive perspective by look:ing into the effect of conceptu-

alization upon the pragmatic meaning of politeness. 

3. Meaning as conceptnal e町'ect

The termそ酔cthas been used by many scholars in various ways to define linguis-

tic meaning， Its use can be住acedas far back as the ‘triadic由eoryof sign' by sernioti-

cian Charles Peirce (1839-1914)， He ar♂led that meaning is由ee旺'ectof sign on出e

rnind of an interpreter， saying血atmeaning of ‘representamen' (or sign) manifests in 

‘inte叩ret組 t'or what results from a process of its interpretation by ‘interpreters' (Short 

2004). A philosophical linguist Grice (1957) formulated (‘non-natural') meaning by 

stating that the speaker means some仕ungwhen he intends to cause some e百ectsin血e

hearer via the hearer's recognition of血atintention.4 More recently， Sperber & Wilson 

(1986) contends that it is白e‘contextualeffect' of an utterance that constitutes commu-

nication; the speaker uses an ut民ranceto modify or improve the context or the問 pre-

sentation of the hearer's world. 

The effect白atthe present paper is concemed is of conceptual k:ind.τnat is， it is 

the effect of conceptualization on pragmatic meaning， by which the meaning of an ex悶

pression will be inferentially understood as the one intended by the speaker. Our thesis 

is that polite meaning of an expression can be accounted for by look:ing into由ecog凶閉

tive mechanism of conceptualization. Before elaborating on this point， we will first dis-

cuss the relationship between linguistic forms and our perception of the world in the 

next section. 

3 This is one of白山diesbased on what we call 'cognitive pragmatics'， a new analytical frame-
work with which we look into various pragmatic phenomena from白eperspective of cognitive linguis-
tics (e.g. Yamanashi 2001， 2009， Hayashi 2009c， d). 

4 Grice (1968: 58) defines non-natural meaning (or m巴 姐ing附)as follows: 
“U meant (non-naturally) something by uttering x"， [which c叩 beformulated as]“For some 
audience A， U intended his u抗.er組問 ofx to produce也 Asome effect (response) E， by means 
of lu recog凶tionof that intention." 官1巴 di丘 町田.cebetween natural m巴aning(m巴組担割)阻d
non-natural meaning (meaningNN) is often illus回 tedby his examples， Those spots mean 
(meant) measles (meaningN) and Those three rings on the bell mean that the bus is full (mean-
ingNN). 
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3.1. Language as a representation of the world. 

The idea that language represents our perception of the world can be traced back 

to the claim of Ferdinand de Saussure， who held that our conception of reality comes 

into existence only through categorical organization of the world by ‘naming' (de Saus-

sure 1916). He argued that language is a conventional sign system through which the 

wor1d is conceptually dissected by the arbitrary pairings of the signifier (signifiant) and 

the signified (signifie). Under1ying his argument is the assumption that the wor1d can 

only be seized linguistically by the (conceptual) di町erencebetween things or that it is 

the (conceptual) difference between things that creates linguistic meaning. In principle， 

the idea that language represents our perception is also congruent with Sapir (1929)'s 

claim that language habits build up distinct ‘real wor1ds' (the notion called ‘linguistic 

determinism') and speakers of different languages think differently since no two larト

guages represent the same reality (the notion called ‘linguistic relativity'). 5 

More recently， cognitive linguists pointed out that this paring relationship between 

form and meaning is not as arbitrary as traditional structurallinguists claimed; and fur-

theロnore，that it can be systematically accounted for as function of cognitive operations 

(e.g. Fillmore 1982， Lakoff 1987a， Langacker 1987， Talmy 1985). They argue that 

form-meaning mapping process refiects the way entity， relation or process is profiled by 

different linguistic forms (Langacker 1987). For example， a philosophical question re-

garding the difference between the glass is halfルIIand the glass is half empty can be 

explained as the difference in construal (i.e. the difference in how the glass with some 

content is profiled) (see Figure 1 in 3.2). As we will demonstrate below， their approach 

can shed light on the explanation of how a particular linguistic form is used to produce 

some effect on pragmatic meaning. 

3.2. Conceptualization 

As mentioned above， cognitive linguistics takes the position that the meaning of a 

linguistic form represents a reality constructed by the person who uses it. It holds that 

this construction refiects conceptualization or“our manifest ability to conceive and por-

tray the same situation in alternate ways" (Langacker 2008: 43). This me伺anst白ha拭td出iι

fer陀entmeanings arl問ede白r討edfrom different c∞oncept加ua凶ali包za討組tiぬons凶s.It then follows that alter-

native expressions to describe the same situation are the consequences of different ways 

of conceptualization. Langacker (2008: 30-31) claims that meaning is not concept but 

conceptualization; he uses the latter term to highlight the dynamic nature of meaning 

5 Ther巴 aretwo positions on th巴 re1ationshipbetween language and thought (Bruner et. al. 1956: 
11). One is‘mold theory'， which says languag巴isa‘mold' by which thought is categorically cast and 
the oth巴ris 'cloak th巴orγ，which says language is a‘cloak' that re自己ctsthe category of thought. We 
might say that白巴 so-calledSapir-Whorf theory takes the position of the former and cognitive seman-

tics takes出eposition of th巴 latterposition. 
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which involves cognitive processing. For him， conceptualization encompasses a wide 

variety of mental experiences that includes “(1) both novel and established conceptions; 

(2) not just‘intellectual' notions but sensory， moωr， and emotive exp町 ience;(3) appre-

hension of the physical， linguistic， social， and cultural context; and (4) conceptions that 

develop and unfold through processing time." (Langacker 2008: 30) That is， conceptu-

alization concems elements of discourse/pragmatic matters that include politeness. 

Linguistic meaning of concep加alizationcan be described by 1)‘conceptual con-

tent' or conceived content of reality (or experience) in a fairly neutral manner and 2) 

‘construal' or por住ayalof也esame conceived content (or reality) in altemate ways 

(Langacker 2008: 44-54) Whenever the speaker encodes a conceived content， a certain 

construal is imposed on it. 

Conceptual content can be described in terms of ‘domain'， which refers to any 

kind of conception or realm of experience that concems various aspects of encyclopedic 

knowledge associated with 0町 experienceof the world (Langacker 2008: 44-54). A 

linguistic expression or a lexeme evokes a set of multiple domains of basic type (or 

primitive concepts) (e.g. color， space， pitch and temperature) and of non-basic type (or 

‘higher-level' notions) (e.g. work， contract， employment)， which constitute a conceptual 

‘matrix' .6 The ma凶xof domains for the conception of a glass containing water， for 

example， may include佃 ydomains of basic and non-basic types such as space，由esen-

sation of wetness， concepts of water and liquid， the conception of a container and its 

contents， the conception of filling a container with liquid， and our knowledge of filling 

water in a glass for drinking it (Langacker 2008: 44-45).7 

百lenotion of cons佐ualis directly relevant to出equestion addressed in the pr回 ent

study， i.e.，“Why has the speaker chosen to design his message in出isway?" It refers 

to the choice among altemative ways to perceiving and portraying the world， which im-

poses on the speaker's choice of words and grmatical constructions. Many construal 

operations involve our ability to 'profile'仕nngs.For example， the conception of a glass 

containing water c叩 becoded in several ways depending on how the speaker profiles 

its content (s田 Figure1) (Langacker 2008: 43-44):8 

6 百ledomains of non-basic type correspond to Fi1lmm巴's(1982)‘frame'阻 dLako百 (1987b)'s'ide-
alized cognitive model' (Langacker 2008: 43). 
7 All of these domains紅巳 ofnon-basic type except for spac巴. Langacker (2008: 45) argues出at

most domains紅'enon-basic and (non-basic) higher-level domains are related to basic ones白Iough血e
mediation of intermediate-level domains. 
8 Langacker (2008: 43) notes， however，白紙 thedistinction between the two is not absolute. 百le

level of specificity (an aspect of construal)， for ex創nple，has a direct bearing on由巳 invokedcontent as 
C組 beseen in出，etwo expressions， the glass with water in it and the container with liquid in iムwhere
the form巴:rhas more content. 
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Construal 1 : the glass with water in it (the container is profiled) 

Construal 2: the water in the glass (the liquid is profiled) 

Construal 3: the glass is half full (the volume of出eliquid occupied is profiled) 

Construal 4: the glass is half empの(thevolume of血eliquid left is profiled) 
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Figure 1: Construal by pro削 ng(Langacker 2008: 44) 

Construah Cons佐Ual3

A wide range of construal operations in a variety of groupings have been proposed. 

Langacker (2008: 55) discusses these based on visual metaphor dividing them into four 

broad classes: 1) specificity (or descriptive level of precision)， 2) focusing (or selection 

and紅Tangementof content) (e.g. foreground vs. backgrounding)， 3) prominence (or 

profiling) (e.g. profiling) and 4) perspective (or由evantage point) (e.g. viewing arrange-

ment). In Talmy (1988)， construal operations are described as imaging systems under 

the headings of 1) structural schematization (e.g. state of boundedness) 2) deployment 

of perspective (e.g. persp回 tivemode)， 3) distribution of attention (e.g. level of syn由e-

sis) and 4) force dynamics (e.g. resistanceωforce). Croft and Cruse (2004) present a 

more comprehensive list of construal operations including all the construal operations 

and image schemas discussed above under four main headings: 1) attentionlsalience 

(e.g. selection)， 2) judgment/comparison (e.g. categorization)， 3) perspective/situatedness 

(e.g. viewpoint) and 4) constitutionlgestalt (e.g. force dynamics). 

4. Politeness and conceptualization 

In血ispaper we will promote the view that politeness is one of the prime motiva白

tors for functional explanations grammatical organization. We argue白atthe speaker's 

choice of linguistic forms is motivated by conceptualization via reflexive face percep-

tzon. 

4.1. Dual model of face 

While the出eoryof politeness by B&L has been considered as one of the most in-

fluential analytical 丘ameworksof politeness， we will present a somewhat di旺erentargu-

ment of it by drawing upon Hayashi's (2009a， b) model， which is a modified version of 

B&L's. 
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One of the important claims of Hayashi's model is that linguistic politeness is de-

rived from dualistic aspects of face. The first of these postulates that face can be sche-

matically represented by two hierarchical levels (see Figure 2). Since each level con-

sists of two components we refer to the model as the ‘dual model of face'.9 At Level 1， 

which constitutes the basic content of face， is Cognitive Face. It refers to conceptual 

consciousness of self-identity and co紅白pondsto B&L's face as claim. 

Cognitive Face has two components: One is Private Face， which concerns psycho-

logical construct of a person on private matters (e.g. emotion， character， possessions and 

belief). The other is Social Face， which concerns psychological construct of a person 

on social matters (e.g. identity， role， power and relationship). At Level 2 is Affective 

Face. It refers to emotional consciousness of self-love and corresponds to B&L's face 

as want (Affective Face is in a superordinate relation to Cognitive Face as the definition 

of face using brackets below suggests). A百.ectiveface consists of two components， 

Positive Face or the desire that one's psychological construct of self (at Level 1) be ac-

knowledged， confirmed and reinforced， and Negative Face or the desire that one's psy-

chological construct of self (at Level 1) be protected and unimpeded. The two desires 

arise from the dualistic characteristics that a person is both a social organism of de-

pendent existence and an individualistic organism of independent existence. 

Faceぐ

(Level 2: Affective Face) (Level 1: Cognitive Face) 

___ Private Face 

/' Negative Face <:くごご

/ ----------Social Face 

~ ______ Private Face 

~ Positive Face くて

----------Social Face 

Figure 2: Dual model of face (Hayashi 2009a， b) 

Another important claim of this model is that face is refiexively perceived. By re-

fiexive perception we mean the speaker's perceiving of the interlocutor's perception of 

his own (interlocutor's) face. This is adopted from Arundale (1997)'s notion of face， 

which he constructs from communicative construction theory of a person that the per-

ception of an individual person in communication is mutually constructed by orienting 

to the perception of others. He defines face as the speaker's projection of how close the 

9 In this model， duality is regarded as the fundamental nature of a human being as a p巴rson.Face 
in this model is d巴白nedas psychological construct about a person， who is bound to the dual住副tsof 
human being as a person， i.e. an individual in a group with a distinct mind， body and emotion， and at 
the same time，組 individualin a group bound by the value， role and relationship of a group (Hayashi 
2009a， b). 
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interlocutor perceives his relationship to the speaker.1O Within the dual model of face， 

we can describe face as psychological construct of [my perceiving of [your perceiving 

of [your affective face of [your conceptual face of [your person (or my person)]]]]]. 

More precisely， it is [my perceiving of [your perceiving of [your negative/positive face 

of [your private/social face of [your person (or my person)]]]]]. As we will contend be 

low， it is the refiexive aspect of face that motivates a particular conceptualization. 11 

4.2. Dual model of politeness 

Given the definition of face above， politeness can be defined as strategic expres-

sions of message based on refiexive face perception. It indicates to the other person 

how the speaker interprets the other person's psychological construct. More specifical-

ly， it is a demonstration of the speaker's perception of negative/positive face of private/ 

social face of the other person. It is strategic in that refiexive perception of face is 

aimed at deriving a particular pragmatic e百'ect. Strategies of politeness are also dualis-

tic in the sense that they are not only negative or positive but also private or social as 

shown in Figure 3.12 

Politeness <: 

________ Private 

/' Negative くごご

/ ------------Social 

~ ______ Private 

'" Positive くごJ

---------Social 

Figure 3: Dual model of politeness (Hayashi 2009a， b) 

As we mentioned above， politeness is one of the prime functional sources of vari-

ous linguistic forms. What we will attempt to show in the next section is to demon四

strate that one's expression of refiexive face perception (or how one perceives the face 

of other person) motivates how one construes conceptual content to generate the mean-

ing of politeness. In other words we argue that [my perceiving of [your perceiving of 

affective face of [your perceiving of cognitive face of [your person]]]] motivates [my 

10 When an ev巴nmor巴 comp1exrefi巴xivityis involved， it can be formulat巴das [my perceiving of 

[your perceiving of [my p紅白ivingof [your person (or my person)]]]]. 

11 This aspect of face has to do with intersubjectivity. Traugott (2010: 33) contends that“... inter-

subjectivity in my view refers to th巴 wayin which natura1 1anguages， in their structure and their nor-

mal manner of operation， provide for the locutionary agent's expression of his or her awar巴nessof th巴

addresse巴'sattitud巴sand b巴li巴fs，most巴speciallytheir 'face' or‘self-image' ." 

12 Our model shown in this chart is simpler than白atof B&L. We consider th巴irdichotomies of ‘do 

th巴 FTA'vs.‘Don't do the FTA' and ‘on record' vs.‘off r巴cord'themselves do not concem strategies 

but mann巴rsby which negative or negative po1iteness is expressed. 
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construal of [your construal of [conceptual content]]]] to generate pragmatic effect of 

politeness. 

5. Analyses 

One of the fundamental assumptions of cognitive linguistics is白ata particular 

symbolic structure is used because the speaker choses to perceive， comprehend， and in-

te中retthe world in a particular way. In other words， a particular uUerance is used be-

cause the speaker choses to construe the word in a p紅 ticularway. In this section we 

will discuss how politeness can be accounted for by conceptualization and how it is 

triggered by reftexive face perception. We will demonstrate， through analysis of various 

expressions， how the choice of expressions dictated by construal operations affects their 

meanings and how their meanings are interpreted as polite. More specifically， it will be 

shown that the speaker can exploit construal operations by profiling (or un-profiling) 

particular entity， relation or process that is relevant to reftexive perception of face with 

the intention that selected linguistic forms will be pragmatically interpreted as polite. 

The analysis wi1l be presented based on construal operations based primarily on Lan-

gacker (1987， 2008). 

5.1. Positive politeness and conceptualization 

In this section we will demonstrate how the designing of various expressions of 

positive politeness can be accounted for as a function of manipulative construal opera-

tion and how such conceptualization， through reftexive face perception， has the effect on 

the pragmatic meaning of politeness. Construal operations which we will refer to here 

are framing， trajectory/landmark alignment (focal prominence)， and vantage point. 

5.1.1. Framing 

We understand the meaning of a word based on its conceptual structure called 

‘frame' (Fi1lmore 1977， 1982)， or a conceptually integrated functional knowledge con-

sisting of experiential and socio田 culturalelements. For example， in My dad wasted 

most ザ themorning on the bus， a pair of words dad and戸theror waste and spend 

have di百erentmeanings because each of them evokes different pieces of knowledge 

within a di百"erentframe (Fillmore 1985: 230-31). Langacker uses the term‘domains' 

to refer to all kinds of facts， features， and attributes profiled by a lexeme (Langacker 

2008: 48-50).13 He points out that one of the facets of linguistic meaning is that there 

is a v紅 yingdegree of centrality of domains that constitutes a‘conceptual matriど. That 

is， a lexeme has a different degree of accessibility to different domains and not only are 

13 Langacker (2008: 44-47) discusses two types of domains， i.e.，‘basic' and ‘nonbasic'， and notes 
that‘frames' ar巴comparabl巴to血巴 latter.
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a set of domains accessed by a lexeme but they are preferentially done so with respect 

to the centrality. For example， the word escargot evokes the domain of fancy cuisine， 

which is more central， while the word snail does not afford the access to that domain 

easily. Likewise， the word dagger has a higher accessibility to the functional domain of 

stabbing than the word kn俳 (Langacker2008: 49). 

The speaker can strategically use words with an intention to induce a particular 

frame which evokes particular conceptual contents or domains. When a special lexicon 

is chosen by the speaker， it is often done so because the speaker knows (that the hearer 

knows) that it evokes particular elements included in its frame. The speaker may select 

a word that has specific socio-cultural meanings that can be associated with the face of 

the interlocutor. The use of a word dining in (1) is one such example. It is a referent 

honorific by which social domains such as formality or higher class are accessed easily. 

(1) We look forward veηmuch to dining with you. (B&L: 181) 

The choice of a word dining (instead of a more commonly used word eating) is made 

by refiexive face perception of positive kind， which is congruent with such social do-

mains. For example， for cognitive (social) face， the speaker (S) may think the hearer 

(H) thinks H is a higher-positioned person， and for affective (positive) face， S may think 

H wants S to show a respect for H's social position. The word dining is used because 

it can bring the communicative effect of positive (social) politeness. S can indirectly 

show an elevated view of H by associating H with the social connotation of the word 

(c王B&L:178).14 

The speaker may choose to use special words that evoke domains pertaining to so回

cial relationship of closeness (or distance) between the speaker and the addressee as in 

(2). 

(2) Come here mate (honeメbuddy). (B&L: 108) 

In this example， FTA is softened by diminutives that suggest endearments. Relevant 

conceptual contents evoked by such terms include domains of friendliness， social bond， 

membership， and solidarity. The evocation of these domains is derived from a refiexive 

perception of face. For cognitive (social) face， it is of the kind that S thinks H thinks H 

and S are in-group members; and for affective (positive) face， it is of the kind that S 

thinks H wants S to use an address term that indicates intimacy. It is through the re-

fiexive perception of face of this kind that motivates the conceptualization involving 

conceptual contents mentioned above. These address forms produce， by implication， a 

14 Notice that while th巴 us巴 of(refl巴r巴nt)honorifics is treated as a negative politeness strategy in 

B&L， in our mode1 it is considered as a positive politeness strategy (for this position， se巴 Pizziconi

(2003: 1485-1486)). 
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pragmatic e百'ectof in-group solidarity for positive po1iteness. 

5.1.2. Trajectory/landmark alignment (focal prominence) 

As in visua1 perception， the speaker often pays attention to particu1ar things when 

describing the world. When attention is paid to more than two entities， the asymmetri-

ca1 re1ationship of attention can be expressed structurally by making one of the re1ated 

entities semantically more prominent than others. An entity with primary focus within 

the pro副edre1ationship is called a‘trajector' (的， and the other entity with secondary 

focus in the re1ationship is called a 'landmark' (lm) (Langacker 1987: 217-220， 2008: 

72-73). This asymmetrica1 a1ignment of construa1 becomes significant when the speak-

er makes a different choice of trajectory and 1andmark for the same content and re1a-

tionship. For examp1e， (3a) and (3b) describe the same content and spatia1 re1ationship， 

yet their meaning is subtly different due to tr勾ectory/1andmarkalignment. In construc-

tions such as X is above Y， X equals Y， or X resembles Y， X stands out as more promi-

nent because， conceptual1y， Y represents a reference point of X (Langacker 1987: 231). 

(3) (a) The kite (tr) is above the car (lm). 

(b) The car (tr) is below the kite (1m). 

The trajectory/1andmark a1ignment may be contextually determined; (3a) may be used 

for a question Where is the kite? whi1e (3b) may be used for a question Where is the 

car? This a1ignment 'Can be manipu1ated for a pragmatic purpose. See (4)， where the 

addressee's kite is described in reference to the speaker's own. 

(4) Your kite is ftying above mine. 

The structura1 a1ignment suggests that a more attention (prominence) is given to the ad-

dressee's kite in the profi1ed re1ationship for positive po1iteness. This is motivated by a 

reftexive perception of face that， for cognitive (socia1) face， S thinks H thinks H is a 

higher-positioned person or a close friend， and for affective (positive) face， S thinks H 

wants S to high1ight H's possessions. The derived constr・ua1operation of the asymmet-

rica1 re1ation between the profi1ed entities gives this structura1 design， which in turn 

produces pragmatic effect that the speaker intends to show empa白Yto the addressee. 

5.1.3. Vantage point 

When the speaker describes a scene， he c祖 projectit differently depending on how 

he sees it. That is， perceived entities can be described in different ways according to 

the view point (or perspective) the speaker takes. Langacker (1987) proposes two types 

of viewpoint，‘vantage point' or “the position from which a scene is viewed" (e.g. 100k-

ing at a house from a different p1ace) (p. 122) and ‘orientation' or “the a1ignment with 

respect to the axes of the visua1 fie1d"(e.g. 100king at a kite in the canonica1 upright po-

sition or on one's head) (p. 122). A particu1紅 vantagepoint (VP) imposes a particu1ar 

a1ignment of foreground-background (and trajectory-1andmark) re1ation. For example， a 
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scene with a rock and a紅白 canbe coded differently depending on the position of the 

speaker， i.e.， whether the speaker is on the side of the rock in which case the rock is 

between the tree and the viewer， or the speaker is on the side of the tree in which case 

the tree is between the rock and the viewer (see (5a)). 

(5) (a) VPl→ (a rock)一 (atree)←VP2 

(b) VP1: The rock (tr) is in front of the tree (lm). 

The tree (tr) is behind the rock (lm). 

(c) VP2: The tree (tr) is in front of the rock (1m). 

The rock (tr) is behind the tree (lm). 

(Langacker 2008: 76) 

Whereas (5b) is appropriate when the viewer is near the rock， (5c) is appropriate 

when the viewer is 10cated near the tree. As discussed in the previous section， it is the 

entity coded as a t吋ectorthat gets more re1ationa1 prominence rather than the one cod-

ed as a landmark. Notice that within each of the vantage point (i.e. VP1， VP2) the re1a-

tiona1 prominence in the pair of sentences is reversed due to the use of two different 

prepositions with contrastive meanings (i.e. in front of and behind). In communication， 

however， the speaker's choice of construction is determined not on1y by trajectory/1and-

mark a1ignment but by vantage point a1ignment (and interaction between the two). 

Consider (6a) to see how vantage point is close1y re1ated to its effect upon pragmatic 

meaning of po1iteness. 

(6) (a) VPl→(his house )-(your house)←VP2 

(b) VP1: His house (tr) is in front of your house (1m). 

Your house (tr) is behind his house (lm). 

(c) VP2: Your house (tr) is in front of his house (lm). 

His house(tr) is behind your house (lm). 

Both of the sentences in (6c) are po1iter than those in (6b) because their construction 

suggests that the speaker is taking the addressee's perspective The effect of construa1 

upon po1iteness is of the kind which Kuno and Kaburaki (1977) cal1ed ‘empathy'， or 

the speakers' identification with a person or a thing.15 The first of the two sentences in 

(6c) can be said to be the most po1ite because the addressee's house is coded as a tra-

jector in the subject position. Relevant conceptua1 contents evoked by this construa1 in-

clude domains of closeness， bonding， priority， membership， and solidarity. This concep-

tua1ization is derived from a reftexive perception of face such that， for cognitive (socia1) 

15 Theyargu巴， for examp1e， that when mu1tiple arguments are used，出巴 sp巴a](，巴ris easi巴rto empa-

thize with the referent in the subject position th阻 Wl血 thatin other positions (e.g. John met Mary (E 

(John) > E (Mary)) (Kuno and Kaburaki 1977: 647). The notion of empathy is also relevant to the 

巴ffectof tr司ectory/landmarkalignment discussed above. 
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face， S thinks H thinks H is an important and close person， and for affective (positive) 
face， S thinks H wants S to show that S has a strong bond with H. 

By the same token， the use of a deictic verb come in (7) can be analyzed as a 
function of vantage point. 

(7) Oh， you're acting in Othello tomorrow night， are you? 1'11 come and watch 
you from the ga11ery. (B&L: 122) 

Come is a spatial deixis which is usually used to describe a movement of an entity to-
ward the speaker where the vantage point is located. In (7)， however， the speaker ma-
nipulates vantage point by moving the location of speaking to that of the addressee to 
show empathy (i.e. positive politeness). That is， the deictic anchorage is switched to 
the location of the addressee by taking the role of the addressee's point of view. The 
use of come (instead of go) is licensed by association of geographical closeness with 
psychological closeness， whereas the use of go suggests a distance or non-empathy 
(B&L: 122). 

5.2. Negative politeness and conceptualization 

Fo11owing the analytic format in the previous section， we will now demonstrate 
how the designing of various expressions of negative politeness can be accounted for as 
a function of manipulative construal operations and how conceptualization， through re-
fiexive face perception， has the effect on the pragmatic meaning of politeness. Con-
strual operations which we will refer to here are figure-ground (foreground-background) 
alignment， foregrounding of scope， profiling and grounding. 

5.2.1. Figure-ground (foreground-background) alignment 

One of the fundamental features of cognition is that when we focus on something， 
one part of it stands out from the remainder. This kind of asymmetrical a町angementof 
conceptual content is referred to as百gure-ground'(or ‘foreground-background') alignω 
ment. The construal of figure-ground distinction manifests in various linguistic expres-
sions. A notable example is the expression of things that involves spatial relation like 
(8)， where the cat and the carpet function as figure and ground respectively. 

(8) The cat is on the ca中et.

The linguistic realization of figure-ground alignment is not limited to noun phrases 
referring to entities and it is also found between clauses (Croft and Cruse 2004: 56-57). 
In (9)， two events are asymmetrica11y described by two clauses， with the main clause 
representing the event of reading of a paper as figure and the subordinate clause the 
event of waiting for a train as ground. 

(9) He often read a paper while he was waiting for a train. 

The figure-ground relation between clauses may be inverted depending on the context 
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(Langacker 2008: 59). Whi1e the main clause 1 think is in foregrounded status in the 

context of (10a)， in (lOb) it is in the background status， where it is moved after the 

main clause (and usually pronounced without accent). 

(10) (a) 1 think that Taro wou1d become a good doctor. 

(b) Taro wou1d become a good doctor， 1 think. 

A1so， this figure-ground re1ation can be manipu1ated by the speaker for a communica-

tive purpose. In (11)， for exωnp1e， the expression 1 suppose (guess/think) in the main 

clause is inserted as a hedge to convey negative politeness. 

(11) 1 suppose (guess/think) that Harry is coming. (B&L: 145) 

(italics added) 

By foregrounding the hedged proposition in the main clause， the speaker suggests that 

the assertion in the subordinate clause is on1y persona1 and therefore may not be true.16 

The reflexive perception of face wou1d be of the kind that S thinks H thinks H has his 

own belief (cognitive persona1 face) and S thinks H does not want to be presumptive of 

his (affective negative) face. The conceptua1 contents invo1ved in this construa1 include 

e1ements of stance such as non-imposition， non-commitment and persona1 view， which 

make the proposition in the subordinate clause 1ess forceful. 

5.2.2. Foregrounding of scope 

Another important aspect of focusing is that it is surrounded by a 'scope' of atten-

tion or a periphery of consciousness that can be accessed by an expression (Croft and 

Cruse 2004: 50). The most 1imited extent of domains that are centra1 and directly re1e-

vant to the focus is called ‘immediate scope' whi1e the fullest extent of domains that 

are on1y indirectly relevant to the focus is called ‘maxima1 scope' (Langacker 2008: 62-

66). An expression's immediate scope is foregrounded against its maxima1 scope. The 

distinction between the two scopes can be illustrated by the terms of body parts， which 

have who1e-part hierarchies (Langacker 2008: 65). For examp1e， for knuckle， FINGER 

functions as immediate scope and BODY functions as maxima1 scope. In between FIN-

GER and BODY are a1so other immediate scopes， i.e.， HAND evoked by FINGER and 

ARM evoked by HAND. This distinction can a1so be app1ied in the domain of time. A 

case in point is the comparison between the non-progressive form and the progressive 

form (be-ing) of a verb (e.g. is swimming vs. swim). The two forms di百erwith respect 

to how they impose the scope of an event in the tempora1 domain (see Figure 4). 

16 The cognitiv巴m巴chanisminvo1ved in (16) can a1so be exp1ained by th巴conceptof 'menta1 space' 

(Fauconini巴r1994). Name1y， the h巴dgemaps a main assertion to‘beli巴fspace' of a persona1 kind. 
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|!h| 
(b) 

MS 

be Ving 

Figure 4: Scope in the temporal domain (Langacker 2008: 65) 

As Figure 4 shows， while there is no distinction between the maximal scope and the 

immediate scope for the non-progressive form， the progressive form has both maximal 

scope and immediate scope in the temporal domain (Langacker 2008: 65). The progres-

sive form designates both an entire bounded event and only some of its internal portion 

excluding the end points of the event (Langacker 2008: 65). That is， the progressive 

form represents a kind of construal by which an event in progress is foregrounded (fo-

cused) against the background of an entire event. In communication， the speaker may 

strategically use the progressive form in order to convey politeness (Leech 2004: 29). 

In both (12a) and (l2b)， the prog印刷veform (forgetting and hoping) is used (instead of 

the past tense form forgot or the present tense hope) to suggest that the action asserted 

is in progress and has not been completed. 

(12) (a) You are forgetting a moral argument against the use of drugs. 

(b) 1 am hoping you can lend me your car this afternoon. 

The implication in (12a) is that the action will soon terminate and the addressee may in 

the future remember the moral argument. Negative politeness is derived by refraining 

from asserting that the action of forgetting is completed. The conceptual content in-

volved in the construal includes incompleteness， limited time period， beginning and 

ending. The construal is derived from the speaker's reflexive perception of the kind 

that， for cognitive (private) face， S thinks H thinks S has much pride in his argument， 

and for affective (negative) face， S thinks H wants S not to be coerced. By the same 

token， the progressive form in (12b) suggests that the speaker's desire of borrowing the 

addressee's car is only temporaη. 

5.2.3. Profiling 

Focus of attention also involves singling out a p紅 ticularsubstructure of some con-

ception. The cognitive operation of making a substructure become salient or pron註nent

is called ‘profiling'. For example， English words hub， spoke， rim， differ with respect to 

which part is profiled within a conceptual base of a wheel (Langacker 2008: 67). Pro-

filing is also relevant to the schematic characterization of the two grammatical catego-

ries noun and verb (Langacker 1987: 246-248， 2008: 103-112). While noun is a sym-

bolic expression which typically designates things (including living entities such as 

man) ， verb refers to processes. It is important to note that the meaning of the two cate-
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gories differ not only in terms of the temporal dimension but in terms of relational 

predication (Langacker 1987: 247). That is， while nouns designate things that are con 

ceptually independent (in the sense that they can be conceptualized without partici-

pants)， verbs designate things that are conceptually dependent (in the sense that they 

cannot be conceptualized without participants) (Langacker 1987: 104). In other words， 

the distinction between the two is that while verbs profile participants and their relation 

(at every point throughout of their temporal profile)， nouns do not (though participants 

are conceived as distributed within a set) (Langacker 1987: 247) (see the contrast be-

tween (a) and (c) in Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Contrast of profiling (Langacker 1987: 247) 

In communication， the same reality may be expressed either by a nominal form or ver-

bal form depending on the intention of the speaker. If the speaker wants to make ex-

plicit the participants of a process， the predication may be expressed by a verbal form 

as in (13a)， where the actor (i.e. the speaker) and the patient (i.e. the hearer) are pro-

filed. If the speaker chooses to represent it as unitary activity， it can be expressed by a 

norninal form (your corporation) as in (13b). As far as its e百.ecton politeness is con-

cerned， (13b) is politer than (13a) since the latter does not profile the actor who per-

forms the face threatening act (hereafter FTA司)of requesting. 

(13) (a) 1 urgently request you to cooperate with me. 

(b) An urgent request is made for your corporation. (B&L: 208) 

Likewise， an indirect request of (14b) is politer since it is expressed with a norninalized 

form (yourαssistance). (14a) is more coercive than (14b) since it profiles the partici-

pants involved in the FTA. 

(14) (a) Can you give me a hand with this? 

(b) 1 would appreciate your assistance in this matter. 

The reflexive perception of face which triggers these nominalized expressions would be 

S thinks H thinks H is a person of great pride (cognitive personal face) and S thinks H 

does not want his freedom of action to be impinged upon (affective negative face). By 

the same token， but in a reverse sense， (15a) is ruder than (15b) since the use of perfor-

matives can make commands more face-threatening (B&L: 190-191). 
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(15) (a) 1 order you to leave! 

(b) Leave. (Langaker 2008: 469-470) 

The use of performative in (15a) involves a related construal operation called ‘ob-

jectification'， which is one type of viewing紅 T佃 gementor perspective (Langaker 2008: 

469-470). 1n this sentence the act of ordering and白eparticipants are construed 0句ec-

tively. That is， both the act of ordering and the pro血edparticipants on stage are identi-

cal with the speech event of ordering and the interlocutors (or血espeaker and the hear-

er) in the ground. (Langaker 2008: 469-470). Whereas in (15b)， the ordering is con-

strued subjectively and the participants are put off stage. The objective construal (of 

viewing the speaker and the hearer as on-stage participants) makes the command more 

forceful for it suggests that the speaker is firmly in control of出ehearer (Langacker 

2008: 469). 

5.2.4. Grounding 

Things or eve凶sare usually described egocentrically from the perspective of the 

speaker or relative to where the speaker is situated.τ'he cog凶tiveprocess that under-

lies the linguistic specification of referents in this manner is refe町edto as‘grounding' 

(Langacker 2008: 259-309). It is the process through which the semantic content of an 

expression is subjectively linked to a particular domain of speech situation. Grounding 

can be most readily illustrated by deictic expressions. They include the use of pronouns 

that designate participants (e.g. !， you)， adverbials that situate location of circumstance 

(e.g. here， there)，佃 dtense markers白atidentify temporal setting (e.g. will，ィめ， all of 

which represent codification of referents or evens relative to their ‘ground' or the con-

text of the sp田 chevent.17 

As for grounding of tense， the di証erencebetween present and past can also be 

characterized in terms of more general proximal/distal distinction. That is， while the 

prl凶 enttense usually signals that白eprofiled situation of an event takes place at a time 

proximal to白espeaking time， the past tense indicates that the profiled situation takes 

place at a time distal to the speaking time. Since the proximal/distal con佐astcan be as・

sociated with actual /non-actual (non-real) difference， past tense forms can be used to 

suggest that the present si加ationis unreal or counterfactual (B&L: 204). 1n (16a) 

through (16d)， the speaker uses past tense to refer to the present situation. 1t is as if血e

speaker moves into the future， thereby distancing himself from the speech act he is cur-

rently perforr凶ng(Radden and Dirven 2007: 210-211， Tailor 2003: 394-95). 

17 According to Taylor (2002)， ground“comprises白ep紅白ipants加 theevent， its time and plac巴，
the situational context， previous discourse， shared knowledge of白esp田 ch-actparticipants， and such 
like" (p. 346). For Langacker (2008: 259)， ground also applies to modal auxiliaries such as may， will， 

and should， by which predication is expressed in reference to白ecurrent conc巴ptionof reality by the 
sp回ker.
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(16) (a) What was your name again? 

(b) Did you want something to drink? 

(c) Did you want a bag? 

(d) 1 wondered if you could help me. 

In these examples， the speaker manipulates the ground in order to soften or reduce FTA. 

This involves the speaker's reflexive perception of face of the sort that S thinks H thinks 

H has higher social status than S (cognitive social face) ， and S thinks H wants S does 

not want to be bothered (affective negative face). The conceptual contents that are rele-

vant to such perception include non-imposition， low involvement， non-reality and dis-

tance. The (pseudo-)construal operation involved in the structural design is that the 

FTA is not proximal to the speaking time. 

This kind of manipulation can also be made by the future tense as in (17). 

(17) Will it be okay if 1 call you tonight? 

Here the stance of non-involvement (or non-imposition) is conveyed by manipulating 

ground; the effect of this construal is that the action of inquiry is not of immediate kind 

and the proposition is no-assertive (i.e. non-imposing). The manipulation of tense can 

be combined with that of aspect that we discussed above. In (18)， the metaphorical use 

of past progressive form makes the request more polite since the progressive form pro-

files the action as unbounded (see 5.2.2). 

(18) 1 was wondering whether you could do me a little favour. (B&L: 204) 

The speaker can exploit this mechanism in a reverse manner by using a proximal 

form to describe a past event. In this case， tense shift is intended for positive (and not 

for negative) face. In (19) tense is strategically switched from past to present to derive 

the effect of vividness (B&L: 121). 

(19) John says he really loves your roses. 

6. Discussion 

As demonstrated above， the effect of politeness can be accounted for as a function 

of the e百'ectof various construal operations. The analysis of the operations above sug-

gests that it is possible to postulate a general principle of construal operations for po-

liteness. Shown in (20) is a rough formulation of such principle. We will elaborate this 

working principle by referring back to the points discussed in Section 5. 

(20) Foreground positive /negative face of others for positive/negative politeness. 

The construal operations for positive politeness identified above are of two kinds. 

One of them involves profiling conceptual contents relevant to the identity and desire of 
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the other person (e.g. (1)， (2)). The speaker may demonstrate his perception of the oth聞

er's face by selecting words such that evoke conceptual contents of special domains. 

The speaker's intention by the choice is to associatβthe evoked meaning of the words 

with the face of other person. Words such as dining or bestow (instead of eating or 

give)， for example， may be selectively used as referent honorifics in order to profile spe-

cific domains that would maintain or raise the positive face of others. Face-foreground-

ing operations of the second kind for positive politeness involve profiling血easymmet-

rical relationship of the participants. The alignment of this relational asymme佐ymay 

be realized in several ways. One way is to assign different degrees of focus to the enti-

ties related to participants (or participants themselves) based on由ereftexive perception 

of their face (e.g. (4)). Positive politeness can be conveyed when something related to 

the addressee is described， located or evaluated is expressed as a位吋ector(i.e. the pri-

m紅 yfocus) and something related to the speaker is being referred to is expressed as a 

landmark (i.e.白es民 ondaryfocus). In such construction， the difference in the degree 

of focus (or profiling) represents白espeaker's expression of giving a priority to the face 

of the later.百lerelational asymme町 mayalso be realized by describing a situation or 

an event with a special viewing征 rangementfor the entities described. That is， the 

speaker may exprl回 spositive politeness by coding them from the vantage point of由e

addressee (e.g. (6c)， (7)). The arrangement yields a suggestion that the speaker is tak-

ing the side of the addressee with an effect that the positive face of the alter is fore-

grounded. 

It can be said血atwhile construal operations of positive politeness discussed in 

出ispaper basically concern entity， those of negative politeness are essentially tied to 

process， i.e. they bear on血eillocutionary force of FTA. The mechanism of fore-

grounding negative face is more complex and involves more variation than that of posi回

tive face. What runs common in that variation， however， unlike positive politeness， is 

the indirect way the speaker foregrounds白enegative face. First， negative face may be 

foregrounded by way of employing hedged performative for an FTA in a subordinate 

clause (e.g. (11)).18 When a hedged performative is used in a main clause of a sen-

tence， it can convey the message that an FTA in its subordinate clause is only personal 

or tentative; a hedged performative foregrounds negative face by way of background出g

組 FTAin the subordinate clause. The second way to foreground negative face indi-

rectly is to profile granlillatical elements of an FTA verb such as aspect and tense to 

mitigate an imposition (e.g. (12a)， (16d)， (17)).19 Third， the speaker may choose not to 

profile the p紅ticip姐 tsof an FTA verb by avoiding the use of a verbal expression (or a 

performative) for an FTA (e.g. (14b)). For the predication of血eact， the speaker can 

instead use nominal expressions by leaving the agent and patient unsaid. 

18 This is仕lereverse of nominalization for FTA mentioned above. 
19 Mru討.pulativeprofiling of grmatical elements also apply to hedg巴dperformativ巴sas in (18). 
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7. Conclusion 

The perspective view of pragmatics aims to reveal the relationship between contex-

tual (i.e. social， cultural and cognitive) factors and choices the speaker makes of linguis-

tic forms at all levels of struc回re(i.e. phonetics， phonology， mo中hology，syntax and 

semantics). The cen住alclaim of由isview is that血espeaker chooses particular‘lan-

guage resourc凶， to derive p紅 ticularcommunicative e百ects由atmeet (or adapt to) the 

communicative needs of白econtext (Verschueren 1999). The goal of由epresent study 

was to pursue this claim from cognitive perspective by looking at how p紅 ticularforms 

of utterance were chosen for politeness. The question was:“Why does the speaker de国

sign the politeness utterance this way to adapt to白eneed of白econtext?" 

The point of our argument was that the question can be answered by looking into 

the speaker's manipulative construal operations of reality， by which an indirect message 

of politeness is conveyed to the addressee. 百latis， the designing of politeness expres-

sions by the speaker is derived仕omhis strategic construal of situated information 

伽'Oughthe refiexive or int町 subjectiveperception of face. The construal-based analysis 

of politeness expressions in the present paper revealed different features of construal 

operations between positive politeness and negative politeness. While the former in-

volved nominal predication， the latter involved processual predication. That di百erence

is a refiection of the nature of each face: positive face involves the desire that a person's 

values and identity be appreciated while negative face involves a person's desire to have 

his freedom of action unimpeded. 

The present study reveals some important insights into the cognitive mechanism of 

how politeness e百'ectsare derived from the p訂ticularchoice of linguistics expressions. 

Yet a deeper understanding of出ismechanism wi11 be gained by further study with 

more data in wider scope. For example， the construal operations we discussed in this 

paper for politeness are not exhaustive.τ'here would be more construal operations出at

account for a variety of other politeness expressions. Further analysis of such exprl凶-

sions wi11 provide us with a better and more comprehensive understanding of the gener-

al na加reof construal operation for politeness. Secondly， the discussion in this paper 

was based on the English language. Since linguistic forms often refiect the characteris-

tics of people's concep回alizationof the wor1d， a cross-linguistic analysis of politeness 

expressions would reveal what types of construal operations are more natural or pre-

ferred for politeness than others in one language than another. The third point， which is 

related to the first， is that the present study.looked at politeness in isolation. We need 

to look into utterances in their communicative context to see how a politeness event 

consisting of multiple加mscan be explained by construal operations-since one's 

intention， including politeness， is not always expressed in one sentence.20 These and 

20 See Hayashi (1996， 1999) for how politeness is expressed across mu1tiple tums in discourse. 
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other relevant questions remain for future studies. 
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